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Chapter 141 - The Difficult Times Of The Li Qingzhu Family 

"Hehehe, I’ll leave if you give me some money" Hu Tian shamelessly asked for money from Xu Mui. 

"We don’t have any more money, you better leave here" Xu Mui got angry and yelled at Hu Tian. 

Xu Mui was very angry at Hu Tian, this person not only ruined the lives of herself and her daughter, but 

also made her incur enormous amounts of debt. 

Hi Tian used to be a hard worker, both of them own a small clothing store, their lives were very fulfilled 

at that time. 

But one day Hu Tian began to know the name of gambling, Hu Tian sold all the goods he owned and 

spent in gambling. 

Gradually all the items that Hu Tian had ran out, he was at a loss of his mind and bravely offered the 

land and house to Ji Kong. 

Initially it was only 10 dollars, but after a few years of arrears, the debt was now 50 thousand dollars. Xu 

Mui did not know how to get that kind of money to pay for Ji Kong. 

This house and land is a legacy left by Li Qingzu’s biological father, no matter how Xu Mui must defend 

this house no matter what. 

"I do not care, if you do not give me money I will not leave this place" Hu Tian threatened not to leave if 

not given money by Xu Mui. 

"You go, we do not accept you in this place" Li Qingzu who was behind Xu Mui also expelled Hu Tian. 

Li Qingzu was sick of seeing Hu Tian’s face who always intimidated her mother. 

"Little bitch how dare you say that to your father, did you ask for a beating" Hu Tian raised his hand and 

prepared to hit Li Qingzu. 

Seeing this, Xu Mui who was in front tried to prevent Hu Tian from beating her daughter. 

"Stop it, you didn’t hear that the two of them didn’t accept you in this place." Ye Chen, who had been 

watching all this time, finally started to act, he didn’t like to see how this person behaved to aunt Xu Mui 

and Li Qingzu. 

" Who are you ? , what is your business with this family? "Hu Tian, who at this time was gripped by Ye 

Chen, asked dissatisfied. 

"I am Ye Chen’s friend Li Qingzu" Ye Chen said to Hu Tian, Ye Chen’s tone was not very friendly. 

"You’re just a friend of Qingzu, how dare you interfere in someone’s family problems" Hu Tian tried to 

break away from Ye Chen’s clutches. 

Ye Chen did not want to let go of Hu Tian’s hand, Hu Tian who couldn’t break away from Ye Chen began 

to rebel strongly. 



Hu Tia used the bottle he was holding to hit Ye Chen’s head "clankkk" before hitting his head Ye Chen 

punched the bottle in Hu Tian’s hand until it broke into pieces. 

Ye Chen strengthened the grip of his hands, Hu Tian felt pain when Ye Chen’s grip was strengthened, he 

immediately knelt on the ground. 

"Aunt Xu, what do you want me to do with this person?" Ye Chen politely asked Xu Mui. 

"Ye Chen quickly expel this person from here" Li Qingzu was the first person to speak, she was very 

afraid to see Hu Tian who often intimidated her and her mother. 

"You can drive him out of this place." Xu Mui already had no feelings for this man. For her Hu Tian was 

now a stranger. 

"Ok" Ye Chen lifted up Hu Tian and threw it towards the mud puddle on the side of the road. 

Seeing Hu Tian dirty mud bath, there is a little satisfaction in Li Qingzu’s heart, Usually Hu Tian will 

persecute her mother to give money, this time seeing Hu Tian being persecuted by Ye Chen makes Li 

Qingzu happy. 

Hu Tian immediately got up from the dirty mud puddle "I will kill you" he looked at Ye Chen with a killing 

look. 

Hu Tian grabbed something around himself to be used as a weapon to fight Ye Chen, he took a large 

wooden block and advanced towards Ye Chen. 

Seeing Hu Tian who did not surrender, this time kicking kicked Hu Tian hard enough, Hu Tian was flown 

a few meters before hitting a brick wall owned by a neighbor. 

Hu Tian held his chest with pain, he tried to rise from the ground "just watch you" because he could not 

fight this young man Hu Tian ran away from this place, before running away Hu Tian did not forget to 

give warnings to Xu Mui and Li Qingzu. 

After Hu Tian left for Ye Chen, Li Qingzu and Xu Mui re-entered the house. 

"Aunt Xu who is that guy? "Ye Chen asked who the man who was just looking for trouble. 

Xu Mui began to explain to Ye Chen who the man was. 

"So he is Li Qingzu’s stepfather" Ye Chen now knew who the man was. 

"But auntie, if you don’t like it, why not part with that person," Ye Chen asked. 

Seeing how the man treated Xu Mui and Li Qingzu, Xu Mui should divorce him so she could be separated 

from that person. 

"I don’t have money for divorce fees, as long as we can just eat, we are very grateful," Xu Mui said 

helplessly. 

Ye Chen understood Xu Mui’s reason, economic factors were the biggest reason in today’s society. 

Because it was getting dark Ye Chen had to go home, he said goodbye to Li Qingzu and aunt Xu Mui. 



"Qingzu drove Ye Chen away" Xu Mui told Li Qingzu to take Ye Chen away. 

"Alright, mother" Li Qingzu walked out with Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen thanks for today" Li Qingzu thanked Ye Chen. 

" Thank you for what ? " 

"Of course to help both of us from the problems that happened today" when saying this Li Qingzu 

bowed her head down. 

"It turns out that, I don’t mind helping," Ye Chen told Li Qingzu. 

"For your coat I will give it back to you tomorrow when it’s dry, you don’t need to worry" because Ye 

Chen’s coat is still wet, Li Qingzu can’t possibly give it to Ye Chen, it’s better to give it tomorrow morning 

when it’s dry. 

"I understand, then see you later" Ye Chen gave goodbye to Li Qingzu. 

"See you later" Li Qingzu waved at Ye Chen’s departure, after Ye Chen disappeared she finally returned 

to the house. 

Ye Chen used his cellphone to call someone, the call was connected "hello I need your help to find Ji 

Kong and Hu Tian then bring them here" after saying that Ye Chen closed the call. 

Ye Chen would slightly help Li Qingzu solve the problems that his family had. 

currently Ji Kong is in the hospital doing treatment, his injured leg is currently being stitched by a doctor. 

"proud" The room door was kicked by someone, a man with a tattoo entered the treatment room. 

"You guys drag him quickly," the man with the tattoo told some of his men to bring Ji Kong. 

"help me" Ji Kong helplessly dragged by people, doctors who see this do nothing they just look at the 

side. 

they don’t want to deal with problem people who have problems. 

Chapter 142 - Problem Solved Easily 

These people dragged Ji Kong and took him to a black car in front of the hospital. 

In the car it turns out there is also Hu Tian whose mouth is stuffed with duct tape, next to Hu Tian there 

is a person who Ji Kong is no stranger to. 

"Boss wolf what you really want from this little guy" seeing the person who wanted to meet with him 

was Ai Lang, Ji Kong immediately shrunk. 

In front of Ai Lang, Ji Kong was just like a small anchovy. 

"There is someone who wants to meet you" Ai Lang said nonchalantly. 

Ai Lang was really great, in a short time he managed to find the whereabouts of Hu Tian and Ji Kong. 

Ai Lang brought these two people to meet Ye Chen at the place he had promised. 



Ai Lang’s car very quickly arrived at the place where Ye Chen was. 

after arriving he immediately got out of the car and greeted Ye Chen again "ancestors". 

Ye Chen waited for Ai Lang in an alley, seeing Ai Lang coming quickly Ye Chen was satisfied. 

"Did you find them?" Ye Chen asked. 

"Ancestors, I’ve found them, you guys quickly drag the two people out of the car" Ai Lang told some of 

his men to drag Ji Kong and Hu Tian out of the car. 

Ji Kong and Hu Tian were dragged in front of Ye Chen, they were both told to kneel by Ai Lang’s men. 

"Do you know why I am looking for you," Ye Chen asked Ji Kong and Hu Tian. 

Of course both of them knew the young man in front of them, today Ji Kong and Hu Tian were both 

looking for problems with this young man. 

Not unexpectedly Ai Lang who is the boss of the red wolf is very respectful of this person. 

"Sir, I’m sorry for offending you, please spare me" Ji Kong is smarter he immediately apologizes so he 

can get out of the current situation. 

"I’m sorry for not having eyes and offending you" Hu Tian also immediately apologized to Ye Chen. 

Hu Tian did not think Xu Mui would know someone this great. 

"I don’t need your apologies, there’s something else I need from you guys" Ye Chen made them raise 

their heads. 

"Really" Ji Kong and Hu Tian said happily. 

"Ji Kong, I heard that Xu Mui’s house certificate is in your hands, is that true? "Ye Chen asked Ji Kong. 

"That’s right, so what? "Ji Kong asked confusedly. 

"I want you to return the certificate and never again disturb the life of Aunt Xu and Li Qingzu, do you 

understand" Ye Chen said very firmly. 

"But they still have debt to me," said Ji Kong reluctantly. 

"Crakk" Ai Lang’s men cocked the firearms he was carrying, the person looked at Ji Kong with a creepy 

smile. 

Seeing this Ji Kong almost scared to death "well I’ll do it". 

Although Ji Kong is not willing to give up 50 thousand dollars, he must give up for the sake of his life. 

Money can be sought, but life is only one, who is a fool who wants to exchange lives for 50 thousand 

dollars. 

"Good, what are you waiting for quickly do now, remember never mention who I am in front of Li 

Qingzu and Su Mui" Ye Chen told Ji Kong to leave immediately. 



"Well I understand" Ji Kong with a little difficulty trying to run, he ignored the pain in his thighs and ran 

as fast as he could. 

Now only Hu Tian was left alone, he asked what this young man wanted in him. 

"And for you," Ye Chen said, pointing to Hu Tian. 

"Yes" Hu Tian straightened up and waited for Ye Chen’s decision. 

"I want you to leave this city and never come back, if you dare to come back then you will know the risk 

you have to pay" Ye Chen wants Hu Tian to disappear from this city forever, this way, Xu Mui and Li 

Qingzu can live safely and peaceful. 

"Well I understand" Hu Tian did not dare to refute Ye Chen’s orders, he immediately took money from 

Ye Chen and left this place. 

"wait for me to change my mind" Ye Chen changed his mind, how could he just let this person go, he 

had to make this person suffer like aunt Su Mui. 

You guys beat him up and threw him out of this city, Ye Chen ordered Ai Lang’s men to beat Hu Tian and 

throw him out of the city. 

"wait please spare me, ahhh my face" even though Hu Tian tried to ask for compassion Ai Lang’s men 

still beat him. 

after Hu Tian’s face was swollen everywhere Ai Lang’s men put in a luggage bag and were ready to 

throw this person away from this city. 

Seeing the two men leave Ai Lang, come forward in front of Ye Chen, "What ancestor is this that you 

want?". 

"That is what I want for the good of everyone," Ye Chen told Ai Lang. 

"If that is the wish of the ancestors, then it is best for them" Ai Lang said with a nod. 

"You did a good job, this is for you" Ye Chen took a body strengthening technique book and handed it to 

Ai Lang. 

Ai Lang received the book from Ye Chen and asked "ancestor, what is this?". 

"This is a body strengthening technique, if you can learn it to a high enough level you will get 

extraordinary strength, even bullets and weapons won’t be able to hurt you" Ye Chen explained the 

ability of this technique to Ai Lang. 

Hearing this Ai Lang’s eyes sparkled, he did not expect to get a cheat ability from this ancestor. 

"To learn it depends on how great your understanding is, my business here is over, it’s time for me to 

go" after saying that Ye Chen disappeared like smoke. 

Everyone was very surprised to see Ye Chen disappear into thin air. 

Ai Lang himself holds this book like a valuable treasure he once owned. 



Ai Lang’s decision to follow Ye Chen turned out to be right, he benefited greatly from this ancestor. 

"Let’s go back" Ai Lang and all his men immediately got into the car and returned to the headquarters of 

the Red Wolf Gang. 

Ye Chen was almost at the villa, when Ye Chen entered he had been waited by Zhao Yanyan in the living 

room. 

"This husband is bad" Zhao Yanyan rushed to Ye Chen. 

" What is wrong ? "Ye Chen immediately asked worriedly. 

"That, my grandfather seems to have found our relationship, he wants to invite you to go to his house" 

while saying this there was a little fear in the tone of Zhao Yanyan’s voice. 

"Oh that’s it, I think what" Ye Chen was relieved to know that nothing bad had happened to his family. 

"Why are you so relaxed? If Grandpa doesn’t agree with our relationship, how do I do? I don’t want to 

be separated from you." Zhao Yanyan seemed to cry when she said this. 

Ye Chen hugged Zhao Yanyan to try to calm her down "you don’t need to worry, we can definitely 

convince your grandfather". 

Chapter 143 - Visit To Grandfather Zhao's House 

Ye Chen had met with Zhao Jinshan, Zhao Jinshan had considered himself a future son-in-law, that’s why 

Ye Chen was not worried when Zhao Yanyan mentioned this, Ye Chen deliberately kept this a secret 

from Zhao Yanyan for future surprises. 

Zhao Yanyan began to calm down "let’s get ready and go to your grandfather’s house" After Zhao 

Yanyan calmed down Ye Chen told Zhao Yanyan to start getting ready. 

Ye Chen also had to change his clothes, Ye Chen changed into an expensive gray suit. 

He still had to wait for Zhao Yanyan to finish dressing up. 

After a few minutes Zhao Yanyan came down from the top floor, tonight Zhao Yanyan wore a plain white 

dress with a butterfly motif embroidered on several parts, a bronze butterfly-shaped pin was placed 

next to Zhao Yanyan’s hair which made it look very elegant. 

Zhao Yanyan in this dress suit looked very beautiful, like a fairy coming down from the sky. 

Because Ye Chen was often moisturized, Zhao Yanyan was getting more and more beautiful and graceful 

like a goddess, seeing this Ye Chen had never turned his eyesight on Zhao Yanyan’s body. 

"Why are you staring at me like that, are there any flowers on my face? ", Zhao Yanyan asked, seeing Ye 

Chen staring dazedly at her, Zhao Yanyan smiled softly. 

"That’s because Yanyan is very pretty" Ye Chen came and hugged Zhao Yanyan’s slim waist, Ye Chen 

wanted to hug Zhao Yanyan’s beauty and dragged her to bed, unfortunately that was not possible to do 

for now. 



Receiving praise from Ye Chen, Zhao Yanyan’s heart was very happy, every woman was happy to be 

praised beautiful, especially by the man she loved the most. 

"Let’s go" Zhao Yanyan put her arm around Ye Chen’s arm and invited Ye Chen to go to her 

grandfather’s house 

Zhao’s grandfather’s house is in the military district, this district is the safest district in the city, this place 

is guarded by people from the military, who also wants to look for trouble in the military-owned district. 

Zhao Yanyan pointed to the mansion that belonged to her grandfather, Ye Chen immediately drove his 

car to the gate of grandfather’s Zhao house. 

Seeing that the one who came was the young lady, the guards immediately let Ye Chen’s car inside. 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan walked side by side towards the entrance. 

This time Zhao Yanyan was a little annoyed when he was about to meet her grandfather, the reason was 

that Ye Chen had come along with her. 

"Ding" Zhao Yanyan pressed the doorbell. 

After waiting for a while the door opened, the person who just opened the door was Zhao Jinshan, 

today Zhao Jinshan was wearing clothes while still in the military. 

The reason he was wearing this outfit was because there would be guests coming from the capital, this 

guest was a good friend of Zhao Jinshan while he was general. 

"Zhao’s grandfather did not meet for a long time" Ye Chen saluted Zhao Jinshan. 

"The future daughter-in-law finally wants to come too, let’s go inside." Zhao Jinshan warmly welcomed 

Ye Chen. 

Seeing Ye Chen and her grandfather very familiar made Zhao Yanyan look stupid, the scenario that Zhao 

Yanyan thought of all was destroyed in an instant. 

She did not think that Ye Chen had known her grandfather, Zhao Yanyan hated because Ye Chen had not 

told her this before. 

She thought that if her grandfather did not like her and Ye Chen being related and would separate the 

two, it turned out that the results were the opposite. 

"Yanyan what are you waiting for, quickly enter the house" Zhao Jinshan told Zhao Yanyan to come into 

the house. 

Zhao Yanyan sullenly followed behind Ye Chen and her grandfather. 

Seeing Zhao Yanyan sulking was quite cute. 

At the table, the food had been laid out very neatly, the servants cooked a lot of food for the many 

people welcoming Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan. 

ext to the table was an old woman whose age was similar to Zhao Jinshang, this grandmother was 

wearing pretty good clothes, this was Zhao Yanyan’s grandmother, her name was Tang Nu. 



Tang Nu told the servants to finish everything quickly. 

Seeing the arrival of Ye Chen, Zhao Jinshan and Zhao Yanyan, Tang Nu welcomed them with a warm 

smile "Ye Chen, Yanyan you finally came". 

Tang Nu has learned the name Ye Chen from her husband Zhao Jinshan. 

"Future daughter-in-law, introduce my wife Tang Nu, she will be your future grandmother-in-law" Zhao 

Jinshan introduced Tang Nu to Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan who heard this blushed like an apple, she had no idea that her grandfather would bless her 

relationship with Ye Chen this fast. 

"Tang grandmother, the younger generation is happy to meet you," Ye Chen saluted Tang Nu. 

"No need to be too formal, we will become family in the future" Seeing Ye Chen too formal, Tang Nu 

tried to tell Ye Chen not to be too formal with the family. 

"Alright grandmother" Ye Chen nodded at Tang Nu. 

"You sit down, we still have to wait for an important guest" Zhao Jinshan told Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan 

to sit first. 

When seated, Zhao Yanyan pinched Ye Chen’s waist. 

"Ouch, Yanyan what are you doing" Ye Chen protested because Zhao Yanyan suddenly pinched his waist 

hard. 

"It was a reply for playing with me" Zhao Yanyan puffed her cheek dissatisfied, she was still dissatisfied 

with Ye Chen. 

"Hehehe, I just want to give you a little surprise, don’t be angry okay" Ye Chen tried to persuade Zhao 

Yanyan not to be angry anymore. 

Zhao Yanyan looked into Ye Chen’s eyes gently "husband, since when did you meet my grandfather?" 

Zhao Yanyan asked when Ye Chen knew her grandfather. 

"I met with your grandfather while helping Yue to solve the problems in her company" Ye Chen began to 

explain the beginning of his meeting with Zhao Jinshan. 

"So you met Grandpa by chance" Zhao Yanyan who heard Ye Chen’s explanation, she now understood 

why her grandfather’s attitude began to change a little. 

Grandfather was a very protective person, even Zhao Yanyan had to make a million reasons to get 

permission from Lin Rouxi. 

Lin Rouxi himself would report what Zhao Yanyan wanted to do to Zhao jinshan. 

now that she was free, Rouxi’s sister also began to let herself do what she wanted. 

The reason might be because Zhao’s grandfather had fully surrendered Zhao Yanyan’s security 

responsibility to Ye Chen. 



After waiting long enough important guests still have not arrived. 

"Yanyan actually who is this important guest why that person is so long in coming" It’s been almost 1 

hour Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan waiting at the dinner table, if by his side there is no Zhao Yanyan who 

accompanied Ye Chen must have been bored to death. 

Outside Zhao Jinshan and Tang Nu were still waiting patiently, until now important guest Zhao Jinshan 

still hadn’t arrived. 

A few moments later the roar of the helicopter was heard, there were 3 helicopters flying above the 

home of Zhao Jinshan. 

One of the 3 helicopters descends down, the other two helicopters are watching from above. 

Zhao Jinshan’s yard was very large, it could accommodate the largest helicopter landing. 

After the helicopter landed, the door opened and there were two people coming out of the helicopter. 

one was an old man who wore military clothes the same as Zhao Jinshan, the difference between the 

stars on the shoulders of this old man were five stars and more badges, which showed that this old man 

was the highest general in the military. 

and another there is an adult woman who is beautiful, glamorous and graceful, this woman is at least 

around 30 years old. 

Chapter 144 - Temptation Under The Table 

This beautiful adult woman wears a black dress suit, which adds to the impression of maturity, a face 

that always smiles makes everyone unable to take their eyes off the adult woman. 

This woman was Su Mengxin, the woman Ye Chen had once helped when he first returned to earth. 

The old man in front of Su Mengxin was her grandfather, he was named Su Wansen, currently serving as 

the highest general in the military, despite being over 70 years old, Su Wansen still looked very strong 

and healthy. 

Su Wansen is the highest general in the country, he is still actively leading the military because until now 

no one has been able to replace him to lead the military in this country 

These two people immediately headed towards Zhao jinshan and Tang Nu. 

"My old brother Jinshan, long time no see" Su Wanseng gave greetings to Zhao Jinshan. 

"Hahaha, we haven’t seen each other in a few years, come here" Zhao Jinshan gave a hug of friendship 

to Su Wansen. 

Both of them are friends who have gone through many battles to become a General, unfortunately Zhao 

Jinshan decided to retire early. 

"General Su long time no see" Tang Xu beside Zhao Jinshan also gave a warm greeting to Su Wansen. 

"Hello, Sister Nu Nu" Su Wansen replied, Tang Nu. 



"Mengxing quickly greets brother Zhao Jinshan and sister Tang Nu" Seeing that Su Mengxin still did not 

greet Zhao Jinshan and Tang Nu, Su Wansen reprimanded Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin finally stepped forward and saluted Zhao jinshan and Tang Nu, "greeting Zhao grandfather, 

Greetings Tang grandmother". 

"Oh Mengxin 1 decade did not see you now become a very beautiful woman, a husband who marries 

you in your future will surely be very lucky" Tang Nu praised the beauty of adult Su Mengxin who is very 

well maintained. 

10 years ago in the eyes of Tang Nu, Su Mengxin was still an innocent little girl, after ten years that 

innocent little girl had been transformed into a beautiful, glamorous and elegant adult woman. 

"Mengxin is honored to be praised by Tang’s grandmother" Su said with a warm smile. 

"Sister Tang, Mengxin is a stubborn granddaughter, until now all applications from handsome, rich, and 

have good careers were all rejected by her, I don’t know how long she will be alone all the time" Su 

Wansen is helpless with Su Mengxin who until now has not found a partner. 

Su Mengxin’s age is already 30 years old, if he does not get married quickly, Su Wansen is afraid that it 

will be difficult to find someone who wants to marry his granddaughter. 

"Brother Wansen you don’t need to worry, one day Mengxin will definitely find someone suitable for 

herself." Zhao Jinshan comforted Su Wansen not to think too much about this. 

Hearing this from her grandfather Su Mengxin was a little annoyed in her heart, her grandfather always 

only mentioned the problems of couples and marriage. 

Although annoyed Su Mengxin could still smile in front of Zhao Jinshan, Tang Nu and his grandfather. 

"Never mind, let’s go inside," Tang Nu’s grandmother invited everyone to enter the house. 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan were still waiting in their seats patiently, as several people entered Ye Chen 

and Zhao Yanyan simultaneously looked towards the entrance. 

Ye Chen saw a familiar woman walking in the back of the group, this woman walked very gracefully. 

"Why is she here?" Ye Chen was surprised to see Su Mengxin again. 

Su Mengxin looked towards the dining table, when she saw that it was Ye Chen , Su Mengxin’s eyes 

sparkled. 

Ye Chen and Su Mengxin’s eyes met, Su Mengxin gave Ye Chen a seductive smile. 

If there wasn’t anyone here Su Mengxin would have hugged Ye Chen since earlier. 

"Brother Jinshan, who is this? ", Su Wansen asked who the two young generation were sitting on chairs. 

"This one is Zhao Yanyan, my granddaughter, and this one is Ye Chen, my future daughter-in-law." Zhao 

Jinshan introduced Zhao Yanyan and Ye Chen to Su Wansen. 

"I do not regret that Zhao Yanyan will become a beautiful girl after growing up" after hearing from Zhao 

Jinshen, Su Wansen finally remembered who Zhao Yanyan was. 



"Wait, you say this young man is a future daughter-in-law, so you have found a suitable man for your 

daughter," Su Wansen said enviously. 

"In fact Yanyan herself has found her love, I don’t want to interfere too much in the problems of young 

people," Zhao Jinshan told SU Wansen. 

"mengxin you see even little Yanyan has found her love, then when will you do it" Su Wansen tried to 

give encouragement to Su Mengxin to quickly get a partner. 

Hearing Ye Chen was Zhao’s future son-in-law, Su Mengxin felt deeply lost in her heart. 

Su Mengxin looked at Zhao Yanyan with great envy, this young woman was even more beautiful than 

herself. 

No wonder Ye Chen likes this woman. 

"Yanyan is the important guest I’m talking about, this is Su Wansen, the great general of the military, 

and this is Su Mengxin’s granddaughter Su Wansen" Zhao Jinshan replaced introducing Su Wansen and 

Su Mengxin. 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan immediately greeted Su Mengxin and Su Wansen. 

"Let’s start the dinner," Zhao Jinshan decided to start the dinner. 

because each other’s seats are very empty, everyone immediately looks for their own seats. 

Su Mengxin walked and sat on the curb with Ye Chen’s side, Ye Chen was currently clenched by two 

beauties who could overthrow the kingdom. 

Su Wansen looked at Su Mengxin quite strangely, not usually her granddaughter would sit next to a man 

he had just met. 

"Let’s start with a toast together" Zhao Jinshan took a glass of wine without alcohol and lifted it into the 

air. 

Everyone followed what Zhao Jinshan did "cheers" everyone immediately drank the wine in each glass. 

Zhao Jinshan and Su Wansen began to talk about things in the past. 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan were joking with each other again, Su Mengxin who was beside Ye Chen was 

annoyed at being ignored by Ye Chen. 

Su Mengxin had the idea of a cunning idea, she let go of one of her Hight heels, Su Mengxin’s soft feet 

suddenly entangled Ye Chen’s feet. 

Ye Chen felt under the table something gently touching his feet with a tease, he looked down and found 

Su Mengxin’s beautiful feet playing on his feet. 

Ye Chen glanced at Su Mengxin with a questioning look, seeing Ye Chen confused Su Mengxin smiled 

and bolderly teased Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen, what’s up? Seeing Ye Chen suddenly stop talking, Zhao Yanyan immediately asked. 



"It’s okay to just choke a little while drinking this wine" Ye Chen made an excuse not to know. 

"Stop drinking wine, this is water for you" Zhao Yanyan immediately fetched water and gave it to Ye 

Chen. 

Ye Chen smiled and received this water from Zhao Yanyan. 

under the table Su Mengxin’s soft legs were dishonestly still trapping Ye Cen’s feet 

Su mengxin even bolder, she reached out to Ye Chen’s thigh and rolled her finger around there. 

Ye Chen patiently resisted the temptation of Su Mengxin, seeing Ye Chen still ignoring herself. Su 

Mengxin increasingly wanted to make Ye Chen look at her. 

"Argh" Ye Chen groaned softly, Su Mengxin’s hand suddenly squeezed Ye Chen’s younger brother with a 

soft. 

Ye Chen had no idea that Su Mengxin was very brave to do something like this. 

Su Mengxin was surprised to touch Ye Chen’s large object, as a mature woman of course Su Mengxin 

was already very well aware of this problem, she did not think Ye Chen had this much capital. 

Moreover, it is not yet fully awake, if it is fully awake, can it enter a woman’s body? 

"Ye Chen is actually what’s wrong with you" Zhao Yanyan was increasingly worried about Ye Chen, she 

had never seen Ye Chen behave as strange as today. 

"It’s okay just a little small problem, where is the bathroom, I want to go to the bathroom for a while" Ye 

Chen wanted to get away from Su Mengxin’s temptation. 

"You go straight then turn left" Zhao Yanyan gave directions to the bathroom. 

Ye Chen immediately went towards the bathroom that Zhao Yanyan said. 

Seeing Ye Chen get up from his seat, Su Mengxin immediately pulled her hand away from Ye Chen’s 

younger brother so that no one would know 

Chapter 145 - The Temptation Of Su Mengxin 

Ye Chen immediately went towards the bathroom, while walking Ye Chen tried to hide the tent that was 

standing on his crotch. 

Seeing Ye Chen run away Su Mengxin was not satisfied, where could Su Mengxin have let Ye Chen 

escape so easily. 

"I also want to go to the bathroom" after saying that to Zhao’s grandfather and grandfather, Su Mengxin 

immediately went after Ye Chen to the bathroom. 

Seeing this there was a hint of suspicion in Zhao Yanyan’s eyes. 

When in the bathroom Ye Chen immediately washed his face by using water from the wastefel to calm 

himself. 



He had no idea that Su Mengxin could be that brave, with an adult body that teased where maybe Ye 

Chen could stand it. 

Suddenly someone hugged himself from behind, this person wrapped her arms around Ye Chen’s neck. 

"Munyuu" Ye Chen felt the sensation of a soft object on his back, without having to turn around Ye Chen 

already knew what object was pressing against his back. 

"Su Mengxing, what are you doing, stop teasing me" Ye Chen couldn’t stand the temptation of Su 

Mengxin. 

The two big rabbits of Su Mengxin were slightly bigger than Liu Yue’s, moreover this sensation was very 

gentle. 

"Wait don’t tell me she’s not wearing underwear" Ye Chen felt that the two big rabbits of Su Mengxin 

were only separated by a thin cloth. 

"Call me Mengxin, if not, I will not let you go" Su Mengxin whispered in Ye Chen’s ear very gently. 

Hearing this, Ye Chen’s bones seemed to want to melt, mature women like Su Mengxin truly had fatal 

temptations for men. 

After that incident Su Mengxin tried to find Ye Chen by all means, even Su Mengxin asked for help from 

the intelligence of this country to find Ye Chen, unfortunately she could not find Ye Chen. 

Because she did not find Ye Chen, Su Mengxin felt despair, since the last time Ye Chen saved herself, Ye 

Chen had already occupied Su Mengxin’s heart. 

And finally Su Mengxin was very happy to see Ye Chen again. 

Since the last time Ye Chen had touched her, Su Mengxin began to feel strange with her body, she felt 

more passionate than before, every night Su Mengxin dreamed of dirty things together with Ye Chen. 

Since Su Mengxin had already reunited would not let Ye Chen go, she did not care even though Ye Chen 

had a girlfriend or fiance, most importantly she wanted to be with Ye Chen. 

"Sister Mengxin can you let me go, I can’t stand it like this" Ye Chen asked politely to Su Mengxin. 

Hearing this, Su Mengxin finally wanted to release Ye Chen "hehehe, finally I found you too, now you 

won’t be able to run away from this old woman." Su Mengxin said with a very seductive smile. 

"Why should I run, this city is my home," Ye Chen said. 

"Who ran away from me when I tried to invite you back together?" Su Mengxin pointed at Ye Chen’s 

chest using her fingers. 

Su Mengxin was still angry that Ye Chen was hiding when she invited him back together to the capital, if 

only before she and Ye Chen had returned together, maybe now their relationship had developed very 

far. 

"Well I have no other choice, anyway you know for yourself that at that time I had to go back here, the 

capital city is your place while this is where I live," Ye Chen said. 



The reason Ye Chen didn’t want to stay back together with Su Mengxin was because he acted like 

wanting to get too involved with military affairs. 

From the words of Grandfather Zhao, Grandfather Su Mengxin was the highest general, if at that time 

he went home together with Mengxin there would have been many questions for him. 

"Huftt, you tried to dodge, I know you were afraid of my background, so you left" Su Mengxing very 

cleverly guessed the reason Ye Chen had left at that time. 

Ye Chen had no idea that Su Mengxin turned out to be very clever in analyzing. 

"Well, it doesn’t really matter, so what do you want from me now?" Said Ye Chen, questioning Su 

Mengxin. 

"Giggle, I want you" Su Mengxin said while licking her seductive lips. 

Ye Chen felt Su Mengxin’s every move was very seductive "don’t play with me, tell me what you really 

want" this time Ye Chen said with a genius face. 

Su Mengxin walked towards Ye Chen, her body suddenly leaned on Ye Chen’s chest "I did not lie I want 

you, since I first met I have liked you" Su Mengxin very boldly expressed her feelings to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen didn’t know what he had to say under these circumstances, naturally Ye Chen’s hand hugged Su 

Mengxin’s willow waist. 

Su Mengxin regained a sense of comfort from Ye Chen, this was something Su Mengxin had not felt for a 

long time. 

Time passed very quickly, Ye Chen’s hand began to dishonestly touch Su Mengxin’s body which had 

developed very well. 

Su Mengxin immediately shuddered as Ye Chen’s hand touched her body. 

Feelings of numbness began to spread throughout Su Mengxin’s body, Su Mengxin’s body was very 

sensitive, just being touched by Ye Chen for a moment the bottom of Su Mengxin’s had started to get 

wet. 

Seeing Su Mengxin not fighting Ye Chen get bolder, he moved his hands to Su Mengxin’s two big rabbits. 

"Ah. . . . . . . "When her large rabbit was touched, Su Meng moaned softly. 

"Ye Chen let go of this old lady, I’m just kidding with you" Su Mengxin tried to break away from Ye 

Chen’s evil grip. 

Su Mengxin only wanted to tease Ye Chen not to have thought that Ye Chen’s reaction would be like 

this. 

"So you’ve only been playing teasing me all along" Ye Chen was not satisfied with Su Mengxin’s words. 

"You already have a beautiful little fiance, how can you be attracted to an old woman like me," said Su 

Mengxin with a sad face. 



The age difference between the two is very large which is a barrier for Su Mengxin to start a 

relationship. 

"Who would believe you are an old woman, you still look like a beautiful 20-year-old woman" Ye Chen 

praised Su Mengxin’s beauty. 

Su Mengxin was very happy to be praised very sincerely by Ye Chen, Su Mengxin’s face turned red with 

embarrassment. 

"Let’s get back people might get suspicious" Su Mengxin immediately headed to the bathroom door. 

Before leaving Su Mengxin turned around and said something "if you continue to behave properly, in 

the future I will give you a special gift" Su Mengxin said that while raising the two little rabbits using 

both of her arms. 

After saying that Su Mengxin came out of the bathroom. 

Ye Chen didn’t really understand what Su Mengxin’s last words meant. 

Ye Chen was left alone, the bottom part of Ye Chen’s still standing because of the temptation of Su 

Mengxin earlier "that woman seems to be the reincarnation of Succubus" Ye Chen said grumpily. 

Ye Chen was very upset because there was no place to confide "Su Mengxin, just look at one day I will 

definitely make you serve me in bed" Ye Chen swore in his heart. 

Chapter 146 - Try New Things 

Ye Chen waited a while to calm his younger brother. After returning to normal Ye Chen returned to the 

banquet hall. 

When Ye Chen returned, Zhao Jinshan and Su Wansen were already very drunk. 

It turned out that the two of them were drinking 90-year-old wine. 

Tang Nu helplessly tried to stop these two people from drinking wine, if it continued like this they would 

really not be able to get up again. 

On the other side Su Mengxin had changed seats to Zhao Yanyan’s side, he was talking to Zhao Yanyan, 

it seemed that the two of them had begun to get a bit more familiar. 

"Ye Chen come here, let’s try this wine" Zhao Jinshan invited Ye Chen to join in a drink. 

Ye Chen smiled and went to Zhao Jinshan’s side to drink together. 

"Jinshan how can you give liquor to school students" On the other hand Tang Nu scolded Zhao Jinshan 

for giving liquor to Ye Chen. 

"Come on, don’t be too strict, people who dare to drink in their youth will surely succeed in the future" 

Zhao Jinshan poured 90-year-old wine into Ye Chen’s glass. 

Ye Chen began to sip the wine in his glass, after an hour, five bottles of wine had been consumed by 

these three people. 



Fortunately Ye Chen’s tolerance was quite high, among these three people Ye Chen still had a little 

awareness. 

Zhao Jinshan and Su Wansen could no longer drink, they put their heads on the table, as if these two old 

men were no longer conscious. 

Seeing this Grandma Tang Nu shook her head, Tang Nu tried to prop Zhao Jinshan back into the room. 

"Mengxin quickly help your grandfather upstairs, we have prepared a room for him" Tang Nu told Su 

Mengxin to take care of her grandfather Su Wansen. 

Su Mengxin immediately stood up and went to support her grandfather, into the room Tang Nu had 

provided. 

"Yanyan you take care of Ye Chen" Tang Nu told Zhao Yanyan to take care of Ye Chen who might also get 

drunk. 

Now in this place there are only Zhao Yanyan and Ye Chen "wife, where is your room" Ye Chen carried 

Zhao Yanyan’s body like a princess. 

"Over there" with a blushing face Zhao Yanyan pointed at the direction leading to her room. 

Zhao Yanyan’s room was on the 3rd floor, Ye Chen very quickly went up to Zhao Yanyan’s room. 

To open the door, he kicked using his foot. 

Ye Chen threw Zhao Yanyan on the bed, Zhao Yanyan’s bed was very fragrant. 

Ye Chen immediately pressed Zhao Yanyan under his body, Zhao Yanyan responded by wrapping her 

arms around Ye Chen’s neck. 

Because he was used to being with Ye Chen, she was not ashamed as before. 

Ye Chen kissed Zhao Yanyan’s cherry lips, Zhao Yanyan began to respond to Ye Chen’s kiss passionately. 

"Yanyan you are very beautiful, tonight I will not let you sleep" Ye Chen began to cry over Zhao Yanyan’s 

dress. 

Finally Ye Chen had a place to confide after being tempted to the end by Su Mengxin. 

Zhao Yanyan closed her eyes waiting for what Ye Chen would do next. 

"Knock. . . . ,Knock. . . . , Knock. . . . , Knock. . . . , Knock. . . . , Knock. . . . , ", Someone knocked on the 

door from outside this room. 

"Ye Chen, wait a minute, that might be my grandmother," Zhao Yanyan frantically got rid of Ye Chen and 

got up from the bed. 

After letting Zhao Yanyan go, Ye Chen lay on the bed. 

Zhao Yanyan immediately headed to the door to open the door. 

When Zhao Yanyan opened the door she was a little surprised, the person who knocked on the door was 

not her grandmother but Su Mengxin. 



"Mengxin’s sister what do you want at this time of night to my room" Zhao Yanyan immediately asked 

what was wanted by Su Mengxin in her room at this time of night. 

Su Mengxin peeked inside, seeing Ye Chen inside, Su Mengxin was excited. 

Su Mengxin had changed into a pretty sexy pajamas, she came here because she wanted to try sleeping 

with Ye Chen. 

"Yanyan younger sister, may I sleep with you tonight" Su Mengxin asked gently. 

"Mengxin sister, right now I’m sleeping together with Ye Chen, surely you don’t want to sleep in my 

room with Ye Chen" Zhao Yanyan felt strange with Su Mengxin, it was clear that in grandpa’s house 

there were so many empty rooms, why Su Mengxin had to sleep in her room, Zhao Yanyan began to 

guess whether Su Mengxin had a relationship with Ye Chen. 

"It doesn’t matter if we can sleep three of us, it will be very pleasant," Su Mengxin said excitedly. 

Seeing Su Mengxin not dispute this, Zhao Yanyan invited Su Mengxin to enter her room. 

From inside Ye Chen’s room had heard Su Mengxin’s conversation, it seemed like this woman intended 

to tempt himself again, he wouldn’t let Su Mengxin mess up what he wanted to do with Zhao Yanyan, Ye 

Chen fell asleep on the bed pretending to be drunk. 

Because Zhao Yanyan’s mattress was small, it was impossible to accommodate three people, Zhao 

Yanyan had to fold the mattress against the wall. 

Now the three of them are lying on the floor with a base that is quite thick and warm. 

The current sleeping position, Su Mengxin was on the far right, Zhao Yanyan was in the middle and Ye 

Chen was on the far left. 

Zhao Yanyan turned off the lights, after the lights went out everyone immediately fell asleep. 

After nearly 20 minutes of time had passed, Ye Chen finally acted, he began to hold the body behind 

Zhao Yanyan’s pajamas. 

Zhao Yanyan had changed her clothes to silk pajamas that were slightly transparent. 

"Ahhhh. . . . Feeling Ye Chen touch her body, Zhao Yanyan groaned. 

"Ahhhh. . . , husband. . . what are you doing, Ahhh. . . . . Mengxin’s sister later saw what we were doing 

"while moaning Zhao Yanyan whispered in a very small voice to Ye Chen. 

"I don’t care what I want is my beloved Yanyan, if she wakes up we just drag her along with us" Ye Chen 

very whispered in Zhao Yanyan’s ear. 

Ye Chen could not stand the temptation of Zhao Yanyan, at the crucial moment Su Mengxin really dared 

to disturb him. 

"But husband, are you sure?" Zhao Yanyan was a little hesitant while doing things behind Su Mengxin. 

"Yanyan come on" Ye Chen cringed at Zhao Yanyan’s ears. 



Ye Chen’s temptation was truly unbearable for Zhao Yanyan, Zhao Yanyan could only nod at Ye Chen. 

Seeing Zhao Yanyan agree, Ye Chen was very happy, he turned Zhao Yayan’s body then lifted up Zhao 

Yanyan’s pajamas. 

The two white rabbits Zhao Yanyan were seen in front of Ye Chen’s body, no matter how many times Ye 

Chen saw her, he never got bored with Zhao Yanyan’s. Even though Zhao Yanyan’s property was not 

very large the level of resilience and softness was extraordinary. 

Ye Chen buried his head in both Zhao Yanyan’s white rabbits, Zhao Yanyan was slightly amused when Ye 

Chen’s hair touched her skin. 

Ye Chen opened his mouth and put in Zhao Yanyan’s pink cherries. 

"Ahh. . . . . "When Ye Chen put in his cherry Zhao Yanyan immediately groaned with great satisfaction. 

Zhao Yanyan closed her mouth using her hands so that his voice did not leak, occasionally Zhao Yanyan 

looked back to check on Su Mengxin. 

Chapter 147 - I Will Teach You 

Su Mengxin’s current sleeping position was facing right, so Zhao Yanyan could only see Su Mengxin’s 

back. 

Su Mengxin was not asleep right now, when she was going to sleep, she heard Zhao Yanyan’s moans 

from behind. 

Su Mengxin wanted to see what Zhao Yanyan and Ye Chen would do behind her. 

But because of embarrassment Su Mengxin didn’t dare turn around to look, she could only hear Zhao 

Yanyan’s moans that made her body start to heat up. 

Su Mengxin did not expect these two people to be very brave, how old are these two people, already 

doing things like this at this age. 

Su Mengxin felt she was far away from Zhao Yanyan, at 30 years old Su Mengxin did not even have a 

relationship with a man at all. 

The man who made the closest contact with Su Mengxin was only Ye Chen. 

And right now the man is doing things between the man and woman behind her back. 

"Ahhh. . . . . , husband don’t be too strong. "Zhao Yanyan protested as Ye Chen bit the top of her cherry 

very strongly. 

"Yanyan, your two cherries are very delicious, I really want to bite them" Ye Chen returned to bite the 

peak of Zhao Yanyan’s cherry. 

Seeing Ye Chen enjoying it Zhao Yanyan was happy, Zhao Yanyan tried her best to keep her voice from 

being heard by Su Mengxin. 

There was a little bit of excitement when he thought about finding Su Mengxin. 



Zhao Yanyan’s small moan could still be heard by Su Mengxin, this voice was like a demonic whisper in 

Su Mengxin’s ear. 

Su Mengxin’s body was very uncomfortable as there were thousands of insects crawling on her body. 

Unconsciously Su Mengxin began to touch her lower body using her hands. 

Su Mengxin is a lonely woman, once in a while she comforts herself, Su Mengxin’s body now needs a 

man’s caress. 

"Husband, I want that, quickly enter" Zhao Yanyan could not take it anymore, she wanted Ye Chen’s 

meat stick on her body. 

"Then help me take my pants off" Ye Chen lay on his back. 

Zhao Yanyan knew what Ye Chen wanted, very carefully Zhao Yanyan moved to the lower part of Ye 

Chen’s body. 

Zhao Yanyan started to remove Ye Chen’s pants, when the last part was released by Zhao Yanyan, Ye 

Chen’s younger brother bounced and slapped Zhao Yanyan’s face. 

Zhao Yanyan was quite surprised because of this, no matter how often Zhao Yanyan saw this large 

object, she could not believe that this object could enter her own body and provide extraordinary 

pleasure. 

Zhao Yanyan touched Ye Chen’s younger brother with her hands. 

Ye Chen felt very pleasant as Zhao Yanyan’s hand stroked his younger brother very gently. 

Zhao Yanyan’s hand began to descend down to the place of Ye Chen’s two punchboxes, "so this is the 

place where the delicious syrup is made." Zhao Yanyan slightly squeezed the two eggs in the punch box. 

Ye Chen’s body shuddered as Zhao Yanyan did this, there was a bit of pain mixed with pleasure when 

Zhao Yanyan did this. 

"Your wife must be gentle on that part, if it breaks your husband will not be able to become a man" Ye 

Chen said to Zhao Yanyan. 

"That’s actually good, so there won’t be a woman whose body is destroyed under this weapon," Zhao 

Yanyan said playfully. 

Zhao Yanyan slightly leaned her head forward and opened her small cherry lips. 

Ye Chen’s meat stick entered into a warm and moist place. 

Among the 3 Ye Chen women, only Zhao Yanyan wanted to help herself by using her mouth. 

Liu Yue and Fu Lanling did not want to do this, they were afraid while trying to insert Ye Chen’s large 

object into their mouths. 

"Jubo. . . . ., jubo. . . . ., jubo. . . . ., jubo. . . . ., "The friction between Ye Chen’s big mind and Zhao 

Yanyan’s mouth sounded quite loud. 



Zhao Yanyan had forgotten about Su Mengxin who was next door, she was very focused on serving Ye 

Chen’s younger brother. 

Zhao Yanyan licked, raised and spewed Ye Chen’s meat stick, Zhao Yanyan kept repeating that 

"Yanyan you’re extraordinary" Ye Chen moaned in pleasure, he did not expect Zhao Yanyan’s technology 

to be more extraordinary. 

Seeing the face of Ye Chen who really enjoyed it, Zhao Yanyan was even more excited. 

Su Mengxin could not take it anymore, she turned to try to peek at what was happening. 

Su Mengxin was very surprised when she saw what Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan were doing. 

Zhao Yanyan was currently under Ye Chen’s body and was serving a very large and powerful object. 

Su Mengxin first saw male objects in person. she only ever saw anything like this in a small island video 

on the internet. 

Even Zhao Yanyan could put half of this large object into her mouth. 

"Is it really delicious? I also want to try it, "seeing Zhao Yanyan really enjoyed it. Su Mengxin wanted to 

try it himself. 

Su Mengxin could not take it anymore, she immediately got up and looked towards Ye Chen and Zhao 

Yanyan. 

Seeing Su Mengxin who had awakened ,Zhao Yanyan stop her service, Zhao Yanyan bowed hier head at 

Ye Chen’s groin, she did not dare look towards Su Mengxin. 

Zhao Yanyan was very ashamed, pleasant things being shared with Ye Chen being bullied by Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin said nothing, she crawled to the side of Zhao Yanyan "Yanyan’s younger sister may I join". 

Su Mengxin’s words surprised Zhao Yanyan, Zhao Yanyan immediately pulled Ye Chen’s object from her 

mouth. 

Zhao Yanyan tried to calm herself "Mengxin’s sister may I know why you want to join in doing this? 

"With a smile Zhao Yanyan asked Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin’s face was red like an apple "It was because I liked Ye Chen, since the first time Ye Chen 

saved me that time I already liked it" Su Mengxin looked at Ye Chen shyly. 

Ye Chen only thought that Su Mengxin only teased himself, not to think that this glamorous and elegant 

adult woman really liked him. 

"So that’s how it is, you may join, come here" Zhao Yanyan put away his shame and made Su Mengxin 

closer. 

Su Mengxin shyly approached Ye Chen’s younger brother. 

"Mengxin’s sister, have you ever done something like this before?" Zhao Yanyan asked Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin shook her head, how could Su Mengxin ever do this with a behavior. 



"Good, let me teach you how to make a husband happy" Zhao Yanyan looks like a teacher who wants to 

teach her students. 

The difference is this is a lesson about men and women. 

Su Mengxin tried to touch Ye Chen’s large object, he felt it was very hot, hard and twitching in his hand. 

"Mengxin’s Sister how it feels to touch this thing" Zhao Yanyan asked Su Mengxin. 

"It feels hot, hard and slightly twitching" Su Mengxin honestly answered Zhao Yanyan. 

"Then try moving your hands up and down" Zhao Yanyan taught Su Mengxin how to serve Ye Chen’s 

younger brother. 

Su Mengxin started trying to pump her hands up and down. 

Ye Chen, who until now had not spoken, felt Su Mengxin’s hands were very soft, Su Mengxin’s fingers 

very gently squeezed her things. 

"You are quite talented Mengxin, it feels quite delicious" Ye Chen praised Su Mengxin. 

Ye Chen had already decided tonight he would make Zhao Yanyan and Su Mengxin serve him overnight. 

Chapter 148 - Two Unrivaled Beautiful Women Serving Below 

Su Mengxin looked very happy when touching this thing, she seemed to have just been given a new toy 

that she liked. 

"Yanyan’s younger sister what should I do next" Su Mengxin asked Zhao Yanyan what to do next. 

Su Mengxin also wanted to feel what Zhao Yanyan felt earlier. 

"Mengxin sister try to lick this thing like you are eating popsicles" Zhao Yanyan instructed Su Mengxin to 

try to lick this thing. 

Upon hearing this, Su Mengxin hesitated a little, Su Mengxin rounded her heart and put her face closer 

to Ye Chen’s younger brother. 

"Ahh. . . . , the smell of this thing makes my head a little dizzy. "The aroma of the man that was released 

from this object made Su Mengxin slightly dizzy. 

Su Mengxin stuck out her small tongue and began to lick Ye Chen’s meat stick. 

Su Mengxin felt that this thing was salty and sour. 

Seeing that Su Mengxin was very sexy, Ye Chen couldn’t stand it, Ye Chen’s younger brother grew bigger. 

Seeing this thing getting bigger Su Mengxin was even more scared. 

"Mengxin’s sister, look at my husband very happy, you have to keep doing it like that," said Zhao Yanyan 

watching beside Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin began to be very scared to lick this thing, she felt that licking this thing was quite pleasant, 

Su Mengxin’s hand never broke away from Ye Chen’s object. 



"Ye Chen, does it taste good" Su Mengxin asked Ye Chen with a very seductive face. 

"Excellent, your tongue is very comfortable" Ye Chen honestly answered Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin was happy to hear this, she then continued to do this. 

hao Yanyan who from just looking could not take it anymore, "Mengxin’s Sister let’s serve her husband 

together", she joined in licking Ye Chen’s object. 

Today Ye Chen was very proud, there were two peerless beauties who were licking his little brother. 

These two beautiful beauty served him very well, their teasing faces made Ye Chen want to conquer 

them. 

"Chuu. . . . , chuu. . . . , chuu. . . . , chuu. . . . , chuu. . . . Husband, how does it feel that two beauties help 

you do this? "Zhao Yanyan in a seductive voice asked Ye Chen. 

"You two make me very comfortable, I feel like flying to the sky" Ye Chen felt unparalleled pleasure, if it 

continues like this he can immediately reach the top. 

Zhao Yanyan was very happy to hear this, she and Su Mengxin began to work together to make Ye Chen 

happy. 

After almost 10 minutes there was no sign of Ye Chen coming out, Su Mengxin was tired of doing this. 

Zhao Yanyan knew that Ye Chen would not come out with just this, Zhao Yanyan whispered in Su 

Mengxin’s ear. 

Su Mengxin who heard this immediately nodded at Zhao Yanyan. 

Su Mengxin now mounted Ye Chen’s body and sat on Ye Chen’s stomach. 

Su Mengxin teased Ye Chen’s body by rubbing her body against Ye Chen’s younger brother. 

Sensing this Ye Chen couldn’t take it anymore, he hugged Su Mengxin’s body and turned it under his 

body. 

Ye Chen wanted to get revenge for the temptation of time in the banquet room and bathroom. 

First Ye Chen touched the two peaks of Mount Su Mengxin and began squeezing them strongly. 

Ye Chen had not touched Su Mengxin’s large object for a long time, the last time he had touched these 

two mountain peaks while saving Su Mengxin from the anfrodisiac. 

At that time Ye Chen could only do it in a hurry, but this time Ye Chen would enjoy every inch of Su 

Mengxin’s Body. 

Because Su Mengxin’s pajamas were very thin, it felt like it was directly in contact with Su Mengxin’s 

skin 

"Ahh. . . . . . Ye Chen, please be more gentle. "Su Mengxin felt an electric shock flowing from Ye Chen’s 

hand into her body. 



Su Mengxin began to feel extraordinary pleasure, in this life Su Mengxin had never felt this level of 

pleasure. 

"Ahhh. . . . . . ahhh . . . . . ahhh . . . . . ahhh . . . . . "Without leaning Su Mengin groaned in a very soft 

voice. 

Ye Chen began to play with Su Mengxin’s body which was very well developed, he caressed, squeezed 

and sometimes bit into Su Mengxin’s sensitive body parts. 

Su Mengxin felt she was currently flying in the seventh heaven, this feeling was very pleasant for her 

body and mind. 

Ye Chen stopped his movement, Su Mengxin who was currently in an extended confusion when Ye Chen 

stopped stroking her body. 

"Ye Chen, why did you stop" with a very itchy and uncomfortable body feeling Su Mengxin asked Ye 

Chen 

"You want to be more comfortable? "Ye Chen asked Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin only nodded at Ye Chen. 

"Promise me to be obedient to me and from now on call me a good husband or good brother" Ye Chen 

whispered in Su Mengxin’s ear, Su Mengxin felt the temptation of extraordinary extension. 

Su Mengxin was very embarrassed when she wanted to say that, but her body could not stand it 

anymore, she needed Ye Chen to take care of her body. 

"A good brother, a good husband please make Mengxi feel comfortable, Mengxi promised to be an 

obedient wife to her husband" Su Mengxin promised to dedicate herself to Ye Chen. 

"Good, Mengxin, from now on you will be my woman, no one will be able to take you away from me," 

Ye Chen said dominant words to Su Mengxin. 

On the other hand Zhao Yanyan watched the show with great satisfaction, finally Ye Chen began to 

conquer Su Mengxin’s heart, so this sister would increase by one more. 

Ye Chen stripped Su Mengxin’s pajamas, Su Mengxin was helpless when her pajamas were taken off by 

Ye Chen. 

Su Mengxin’s lower body was already very wet, Ye Chen saw that the garden of Su Mengxi was very 

thick. 

Ye Chen had read in a book, the thicker the woman’s part was, the stronger the passion that women had 

in bed. 

Ye Chen started to insert his finger in Su Mengxin’s honey cave, Su Mengxin felt someone was tearing at 

the bottom. 

When she looked down it turned out that Ye Chen was playing with her hole "Husband don’t do it, it’s 

dirty there" Su Mengxin tried to cover her private parts using her own hands, Su Mengxin’s face at this 

time was very red like an apple. 



This was the first time that a man had seen her important parts firsthand, even though Ye Chen was her 

favorite man Su Mengxin was still embarrassed when Ye Chen saw her personal parts. 

"Calm down, there’s nothing dirty on Mengxin’s body, let the husband look at yours, after all you’ve 

seen mine" Ye Chen tried to get rid of Su Mengxin’s hand from the mouth of the honey cave. 

Hearing Ye Chen Su Mengxin’s words began to spread her hands. 

After Su Mengxin’s hand left, Ye Chen returned to serving the bottom of Su Mengxin. 

After 5 minutes Ye Chen finally finished, Su Mengxin had come out several times with only Ye Chen’s 

hand. 

Now is the time to take Su Mengxin’s virgin, after this Su Mengxin will become a completely Ye Chen 

woman. 

"Mengxin, are you ready?" Ye Chen asked very gently. 

Su Mengxin had just reached the peak of her entire body was still very sensitive. 

Chapter 149 - Love Both Wives Very Well 

"Good husband, I want that, quickly put it in my body" Su Mengxin knew what would happen next. 

The virgin career that she had saved for 30 years would finally end too, the person who took it was the 

man she liked the most 

Ye Chen didn’t immediately put Su Mengxin’s body in, he wanted to tempt Su Mengxin even further, his 

big stick swiping at the entrance to the Su Mengxin’s honey beetle. 

Su Mengxin was already very uncomfortable, she wanted to immediately try this thing in her body. 

"Good husband, what are you waiting for, I want that thing" Su Mengxin asked Ye Chen. 

"What wife do you want, I do not understand, say it more clearly" Ye Chen pretended not to understand 

what was wanted by Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin blushed when Ye Chen teased herself "Hate, you made me say things like that" Su Mengxin 

was very embarrassed when she wanted to say that. 

Su Mengxin could not take it anymore "I want your big stick into my body, and make me comfortable." 

Su Mengxin, the virtuous woman in charge by Ye Chen said such shameless things. 

Ye Chen was very happy to hear this from a woman like Su Mengxin, finally he was a little satisfied 

teasing Su Mengxin. 

"Where should I go in wife" Ye Chen asked Su Mengxin. 

Seeing Ye Chen like this, Su Mengxin grabbed Ye Chen’s very big younger brother and guided him into 

her honey hole. 

With the help of Su Mengxin Ye Chen easily entered Su Mengxin’s honey hole. 

To minimize the prolonged pain, Ye Chen pierced with one jerk. 



"Ouch. . . . . "Su Mengxin whimpered in pain, Ye Chen’s too big object almost split into her own body, Su 

Mengxin shed tears of happiness and pain. 

Su Mengxin already knew that for the first time a woman would get sick, she had no idea that the pain 

would be like this. 

Seeing Su Mengxin cry Ye Chen became softer, he did not want to hurt the woman he loved. 

After 5 minutes of waiting the pain finally disappeared, now there was only full feeling under Su 

Mengxin’s body. 

Seeing Su Mengxin getting used to his possessions, Ye Chen said to Su Mengxin "Wife, I will make sure 

that night you get the joy of being a woman". 

"Husband, hurry up and make Mengxin happy" Su Mengxin began to feel her body feel extraordinary. 

Ye Chen started pumping inside Su Mengxin’s honey cave 

This happiness was even more pleasant than Ye Chen’s finger before, Su Mengxin began to sink into Ye 

Chen’s love. 

"Ah. . . . . . , ah . . . . . , ah . . . . . , ah . . . . . , Husband, yours is very big, I’m going to die because of this 

thing. "Su Mengxin shouted because she felt extraordinary pleasure from Ye Chen’s object. 

Glamorous women like Su Mengxin, screaming under Ye Chen’s large object 

When Ye Chen’s object struck Bungga Su Mengxin’s heart it felt extraordinary. 

On the other hand Ye Chen felt Su Mengxin’s honey cave was very tight and soft, this softness was like 

being wrapped by thousands of flower petals. 

Ye Chen pumped even more rudely, "Husband is slower, I might break, ah. . . . . . , ah . . . . . , ah . . . . . "Su 

Mengxin can only moan, she can’t move her fingers because of the extraordinary pleasure. 

Ye Chen ignored Su Mengxin’s protest, Ye Chen knew that Su Mengxin really enjoyed this. 

women are difficult creatures to guess, sometimes they say things that are against their will, if women 

say they want to be slow then that means they want to be faster. 

Suddenly Zhao Yanyan hugged Ye Chen’s body, she pressed her two springy balls to Ye Chen’s back. 

Zhao Yanyan who had just been watching finally began to join in, she also wanted to feel the pleasure of 

Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan went to bite Ye Chen’s ears, while Zhao Yanyan did this Ye Chen was slightly amused. 

Ye Chen took Zhao Yanyan’s face and kissed her, Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan began to kiss, the tongues of 

both of them began to braid each other. 

Ah. . . . . . , ah . . . . . , ah . . . . . , ", Su Mengxin at the bottom continued to moan. 

After 5 minutes kissing Ye Chen released Zhao Yanyan, he went to Su Mengxin and kissed Su Mengxin, 

Su Mengxin involuntarily responded to Ye Chen’s kiss. 



Because Su Mengxin was still clumsy and often bit Ye Chen’s tongue, Ye Chen began to guide Su 

Mengxin in kissing passionately. 

On the other hand Zhao Yanyan also began playing with Su Mengxin’s two mountain peaks, under the 

temptation of Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan, Su Mengxin came out many times. 

After almost an hour and a half, Ye Chen finally shot at the core of Su Mengxin’s Flower "byurrr. . . . . , 

byrr. . . . . , byrr. . . . . , byrr. . . . . , byrr. . . . . , "Su Mengxin felt hot magma filling her entire body, this felt 

very warm and delicious. 

After he finished making love Su Mengxin was very weak and slept very comfortably, Ye Chen left Su 

Suxin’s body and went to Zhao Yanyan’s side. 

Ye Chen had to give a gift to Zhao Yanyan, if it hadn’t been for cooperation from Zhao Yanyan, Ye Chen 

might not have gotten Su Mengxin’s heart this fast. 

"Wife thanks for everything" Ye Chen hugged Zhao Yanyan’s naked body. 

" Thank you for what ? "Zhao Yanyan did not understand why Ye Chen suddenly thanked her. 

"Of course to help get Su Mengxin, you are the most understanding wife of me, you even allow me to 

have another woman and are not at all angry with this. . "When Ye Chen wanted to continue his words, 

Zhao Yanyan covered Ye Chen’s lips by using her soft jade fingers. 

"Husband, you do not need to thank, anyway a wife must always be there for her husband in any 

situation. I will always be your wife forever, even though you don’t want me, I will always be there for 

you" very gently Zhao Yanyan looked towards Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen was moved to hear the words of Zhao Yanyan "my wife will always want you, even though you 

have changed to be different I will always want you". 

Ye Chen and Zhao Yanyan’s faces suddenly approached each other, both of them doing adult kisses and 

rolling on the bed mat. 

Ye Chen turned Zhao Yanyan’s body and told him to kneel in front of him, because the lubricant was 

already pretty much no need to do ForePlay anymore. 

Ye Chen’s large meat stick pierced Zhao Yanyan’s honey cave from behind. 

Zhao Yanyan felt ashamed because this position was similar to the animal’s position, but the fun of this 

position Ye Chen was able to get very deep into the core of Bungga Zhao Yanyan. 

"Ah. . . , Husband, you are amazing, your big stick randomized my body and made me go crazy "Zhao 

Yanyan groaned without your slightest restraining of her voice. 

Because this room has very good isolation, Zhao Yanyan doesn’t need to worry about being heard by 

people outside. 

Zhao Yanyan had often done it with Ye Chen, Ye Chen did not hold back when pumping inside Zhao 

Yanyan’s honey cave. 



The shout inside Zhao Yanyan’s room lasted all night, after Zhao Yanyan was tired Ye Chen would change 

to Su Mengxin’s body. 

When Ye Chen touched Su Mengxin’s body, Su Mengxin immediately regained consciousness and made 

love to Ye Chen again. 

Tonight the two beautiful women who were matchless served Ye Chen until morning. 

Chapter 150 - Su Wansen Made A Bet 

The next day Ye Chen woke up feeling very fresh, his arms were used by Zhao Yanyan and Su Mengxin 

for sleep awareness. 

When Ye Chen moved Zhao Yanyan was immediately awake "husband good morning" while yawning Ye 

Chen gave a good morning greeting to Ye Chen. 

Zhao Yanyan was still a bit exhausted from having served Ye Chen all night, if it wasn’t for Zhao Yanyan 

having become a cultivator she would have died under the Great Chen object. 

"Husband, I will go take a shower first, you try to wake the sister mengxin first" Zhao Yanyan gathered 

clothes and entered the bathroom. 

Ye Chen then turned to look at Su Mengxin. 

Su Mengxin herself was still fast asleep, she looked very exhausted from the activity last night. 

Su Mengxin now looks much prettier than before, the quality of the jade is now much more springy and 

healthier. 

Ye Chen pinched Su Mengxin’s cheek "Mengxin woke up, it’s already morning" Su Mengxin very lazily 

tried to get up. 

he looks like she still wants to sleep longer "husband let me sleep a little longer, I’m still very sleepy" 

after saying that Su Mengxin lay back and closed her eyes. 

"Geez, you look like a lazy beautiful swan" Ye Chen helplessly said to Su Mengxin. 

"Huft, who is this whose fault, isn’t that your fault for being too strong in that part" With Su Mengxin’s 

eyes still closed, she complained to Ye Chen. 

"Then, sleep longer, then I’ll go down" Ye Chen took a new set of clothes and put it on his body. 

After everything was installed properly Ye Chen went down, on the lower floor Zhao Jinshan and Su 

Wansen were playing a chess game. 

Both of them were comparing their strategic skills, as generals on the battlefield both of them must 

have mastered great starategic skills. 

The battlefield and chess are almost similar, on the battlefield the pawn is tamed, to be able to win the 

battle some soldiers must be sacrificed or become victims. 

Ye Chen saw that Zhao Jinshan’s grandfather was slightly pressured by Su Wansen’s grandfather, if Zhao 

Jinshan’s grandfather made a mistake, then Su Wansen’s grandfather would easily defeat Zhao Jinshan, 



meaning that Zhao Jinshan’s grandfather would be very susceptible to the checkmate of Su Wansen’s 

grandfather. 

Zhao Jinshan racked his brain trying to win over Su Wansen. 

Seeing Ye Chen coming down the stairs there was a hint of happiness in Zhao Jinshan’s eyes. 

"Ye Chen come here" Zhao Jinshan told Ye Chen to come to his side. 

"What’s wrong grandfather? Ye Chen walked closer to Zhao Jinshan and Su Wansen. 

Because Zhao Jinshan had approved of his relationship with Zhao Yanyan, it didn’t matter if Ye Chen 

called Zhao Jinshan like his own grandfather. 

Zhao Jinshan stood up from his chair "Ye Chen please help Grandpa defeat this old monster in a chess 

game" It turns out Zhao Jinshan only wanted Ye Chen to help him defeat Su Wansen. 

because Zhao Jinshan hasn’t played chess for a long time, his skills have started to rust, now he has 

enough difficulty fighting Su Wansen in this game. 

"Jinshan suadara how can you ask for help from the younger generation, I’m afraid he won’t last long 

enough against me" Su Wansen said to Zhao Jinshan not to let Ye Chen play with him, Su Wansen’s Zhao 

Jinshan continued to play. 

"Don’t underestimate my daughter-in-law, Ye Chen quickly defeated this old grandfather, if you can’t 

win I won’t let you marry Yanyan" Zhao Jinshan threatened, if Ye Chen could not defeat Su Wansen, 

then Ye Chen could not marry Zhao Yanyan. 

Ye Chen knew that Zhao Jinshan was teasing him, even though Ye Chen knew that Zhao Jinshan only 

teased him, he could not lose to Su Wansen or his face would be smeared in front of Zhao Jinshan. 

Ye Chen helplessly sat on the chair that Zhao Jinshan had just sat on. 

"You do not worry, if the old man does not allow you to marry his granddaughter, you can try to marry 

my grandson Mengxin" Su Wansen teased Ye Chen. 

Hearing this, Chen Chen only smiled, Su Wansen’s grandfather did not know that Su Mengxin’s 

Granddaughter last night had been completely conquered by him, just waiting for the right time to 

publicize this relationship to Grandfather Su Wansen. 

"Hey who are you calling old, it’s clear you’re a decade older than me, anyway how could I let you take 

my future daughter-in-law?" Zhao Jinshan argued with Su Wansen. 

From the beginning these two people were like this, every time they met they would always argue about 

problems they always liked. 

Even so they will get along when facing a serious problem. 

On this chessboard Ye Chen saw that Zhao jinshan had only a few left, the queen, one bishop, two 

fortresses, 4 pawns had also disappeared. 



As for Su Wansen’s grandfather he only lost two horses, one bishop and 6 Pawn, in a situation like this it 

was clear that Ye Chen was less fortunate. 

Ye Chen began to rack his brain how he could win against Grandfather Su Wansen, the only weapon that 

Ye Chen relied on was his two horses. 

Ye Chen started to move one horse to contact Pawn so that he could progress easily, Ye Chen wanted 

this Pawn to promote himself. 

Seeing this, Su Wansen’s grandfather did not leave Ye Chen alone, he used 1 fortress to guard the 

backmost area, so if Ye Chen’s pawn did a promotion, Su Wansen’s grandfather would easily devour 

Pawn. 

Ye Chen’s plan finally began to work, he first gave Su Wansen’s grandfather a victory, defeating a bitter 

enemy was the easiest thing to do. 

Seeing that Ye Chen was not very good at playing chess, Su Wansen’s grandfather was not too serious 

when fighting Ye Chen. 

On the other hand Zhao Jisnhan paid attention to how Ye Chen’s chess game, this time the situation 

became even more chaotic, Ye Chen’s pieces were really pressed firmly by Su Wansen. 

"Young man, if you can win against me, I will let you marry my granddaughter Su Mengxin" To make Ye 

Chen as serious as playing, Su Wansen made a bet. 

Ye Chen only smiled after listening to this, Su Wansen’s grandfather was still trying to tempt himself 

"You shameless old geezer, it’s obvious you want to win, how can you bet at a time like this?" Zhao 

Jinshan strongly cursed Su Wansen. 

looking at the chessboard at the bottom it was clear Ye Chen’s victory rate was less than 1%, if Ye Chen 

could win under these conditions then he was worthy of being a chess god. 

"Hehehe" Su Wansen laughed happily 

After waiting patiently the opportunity finally appeared, from Ye Chen’s target was to devour the enemy 

king. 

Su Wansen had no idea that with very minimal troops Ye Chen could suppress his king. 

"CheckMate" finally the enemy king has no way to run anymore. 

"Damn how can I lose, I should have won that earlier" Su Wansen could not believe that he could lose 

like this. 

"Hahaha, you see you were really beaten by my man-in-law." Seeing Su Wansen losing, Zhao Jinshan 

was very happy. 

"Your grandfather Su is indeed great, unfortunately you are underestimating and overly lustful when 

fighting me, that is what made Grandpa Su Wansen lose" Ye Chen told the reason for Su Wansen’s 

defeat. 



"I understand, then let’s play one more time, this time I will be serious and win from you" Su Wansen 

did not accept and wanted to challenge Ye Chen again. 

"Hey old man, you haven’t given your bet to my son-in-law, how do you want to play again" Zhao 

Jinshan interrupted Su Wansen. 

he would not let go of this problem so easily, it was very rare to see Su Wansen lose a bet, this time he 

had to pay the price because he would bet with his son-in-law. 

"Calm down you are a great general, I will definitely keep my promise" Su Wansen said that he would 

keep the bet he agreed with Ye Chen. 

"Then you do it quickly" Zhao Jinshan urged Su Wansen to do it immediately. 

Ye Chen was thinking of ways to find an excuse to get away from the debate of the two grandparents. 

"You all hurry to the dining room, breakfast is ready" Tang Nu’s grandmother loudly called from the 

dining room. 

 


